
ABOUT THE BOOKS
The way to executive leadership in Corporate America is a struggle for women of color according to research, and this current health

and economic crises and cultural unrest have ironically presented great opportunity despite the turmoil . The bestselling No Thanks: 7

Ways to Say I'll Include Myself and its award-winning second edition, No Thanks, The Remix, provide a roadmap of affirmations,

coaching and actionable steps women of color can take to not only lead, but lead like a rockstar during this unprecedented time and

beyond. Grounded in tenets of positive psychology and based on the career journey of former corporate leader, serial entrepreneur and

certified executive & personal coach L. Michelle Smith, the books share a simple roadmap to success while weaving in storytelling of her

own and those of her own mentors and sponsors from the C-Suite. She presents insights on knowing one's value, "flipping privilege" to

your advantage, leading with excellence and authenticity and even how to deal with microagressions like "work-jackings" head on.  It is

the precursor to her daughter's first children's book, No Thanks for Girls: 7 Ways to Say I'm Beautiful, Strong & Enough. There is also

SLAY EVERYDAY:52 Weeks  To Rockstar Leadership, a companion journal to the leadership books.  Each is available on Amazon with the

original No Thanks and No Thanks for Girls available at the best booksellers worldwide You can also ask your favorite independent

bookstore  to order them.The original edition of No Thanks is also available as an audiobook on Audible.  Learn more about these books,

the No Thanks online course and SLAYNET, the private online network of like-minded leaders at lmichellesmith.com..

ABOUT THE AUTHOR & FOUNDER 
L. Michelle Smith is an award-winning, best-selling author, speaker and

credentialed Fortune 100 Executive & Personal coach who empowers

high-performing, professional women to achieve their C-Suite

aspirations. She is the CEO/Founder of no silos communications llc, a

media and consulting firm that creates and  publishes content while

working with executives and organizations to co-create experiences

that inspire exceptional leadership across nearly every industry. She

specializes in moving mid-level and GMs to senior executive leaders to

the C-Suite and uncovering opportunities for C-Suite leaders to have

lasting impact at their companies and industries. These leaders have

hailed from American Express, Microsoft, Amazon, Google, Bank of

America, AT&T, Lenovo, Netflix, Warner Media, CNN, Merck, Capital

One and even some of the most recognizable organizations in the arts.

She is also a go-to executive coach for the Executive Leadership

Council. Her upcoming book is called Yes Please! 7 Ways to Say I'm

Entitled to the C-Suite: Secrets Women of Color Need to Know Now to

Get Their Happy and Thrive in an Exclusive Corporate Environment.  She

is the creator, executive producer and host of The Culture Soup

Podcast®, heard in more than 70 countries, boasting nearly 300

episodes. She is one of the most-sought after contemporary keynote

speakers on topics surrounding technology, business and culture, and

has been featured across the country on some of the most important

stages across multiple industries. Previously a contributor to Black

Enterprise, She has more than 25 years of experience as an elite, award-

winning strategic communicator and is an adjunct professor of strategic

communications at the Texas Christian University Bob Schieffer College

of Communication. Learn more at lmichellesmith.com.
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Book L. Michelle to speak or appear at your next event, conference or meeting.
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